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Solution Details

SIMplistix Highlights

SIMplistix is a warehouse inventory management system
which can manage an operator s entire stock ordering,
acceptance and transfer processes, whilst also providing a
real-time view of incoming and outgoing stock orders.
Historically, some operators have utilized large expensive
monolithic ERP warehousing systems or relied on manual
processes and resources to manage their stock inventory,
which can lead examples of stock picking errors, stock
stored at wrong locations and reporting errors, to name a
few. The ever changing landscape of sales and distribution,
mainly led by incorporating new digitalized channels in a

Cloud or on-premise deployment options
Automation - Many operators will have manual
processes in place when it comes to
warehousing and stock management
Cost savings by reducing stock floats and
introducing KPIs for the different sales channels
Real-time Tracking and Management of stock
levels
User portal with a full user management
service supporting multiple roles for the
different users configured within the system
Mobile application for warehouse staff to see

COVID world, and the changing methods of offering

when tasks are assigned to them and provide

services and delivery of stock, will make the larger

updates

monolithic systems redundant as the focus of operators

Integration with 3rd party courier tracking

moves towards a better customer experience, not just for
the buying process but also the order fulfilment process.

websites services for shipment
Detailed out of box reports and dashboard
views available

SIMplistix allows operators to:
Utilize an end-to-end solution with a real-time view of sales and distribution processes
Have visibility of exactly where stock is located within the supply chain
Become more dynamic in terms of offering SIMs and devices through new sales channels and track them
accordingly
Optimize stock space utilization and maximize labor productivity of warehouse staff
Become more flexible when integrating with OSS/BSS systems, improving go to market timeframes and
lowering change request costs typically associated with large monolithic ERP systems

Ke Bene ts
Quicker response times
Reduced operating costs

Decrease stock ordering and stock receive process times from weeks to days
Fully automated solution to alleviate manual processes and human error

Higher efficiency Real-time data views to be able to provide the right stock at the right place at the
right time
Improved inventory planning

Year ahead planning and forecasting based on current year utilization

on various sales input, allowing the operator to have the correct stock in place to satisfy market demand
Increased profitability for the business overall
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